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Presentation 
 
E.Rede is a convenient and secure online payments solution to make Internet sales with all 
tranquility. 
 
With different types of integration, the solution performs the capture and processing of financial 
transactions directly from the Rede, i.e., without an intermediary, offering payments with credit 
and debit cards of the main demands of the market. 
 
Moreover, e.Rede offers a host of features to add even more value to the client´s business, 
enabling higher conversion in sales and greater management control. 
 
The purpose of this manual is to help the developer to integrate your application with e.Rede, 
listing the features and methods, with examples of messages to be sent and received. 
 
The e.Rede solution was developed thinking about the facility to the establishment which want to 
use the webservice with no need to install new systems and can operate on your current platform 
with no changes or adaptations. The main advantages of using webservices are: interoperability 
between different and physically distant applications, portability between different platforms, easy 
integration, reduction of cost for data transport and universal format. 
 
 

Accreditation 
 
To apply for accreditation of e.Rede and perform the integration to your application, contact the 
Rede Service Center: 
 
4001 4433 (capital and metropolitan areas) 
0800 728 4433 (other locations) 
 
When accreditation is made, the responsible for the establishment will be notified by email with 
the membership number (PV), instructions for access to the network portal and how to get the 
credentials for integration. 
 

Approval and SSL certificate 
For transacting with the e.Rede's webservice, it is required for the establishment to have a SSL 
certificate with encryption 2048 bits or higher installed on the payment page, in order to ensure 
the confidentiality of the transferred data and assure the cardholder that he/she is actually 
accessing the desired site, avoiding problems with frauds. Therefore, Rede makes the approval 
process automatically from the day of the first transaction. 
Periodically the approval process is performed and the Rede reserves the right to suspend the use 
of the platform until the website is suitable to our standards. 
 
To identify whether the page has SSL certificate, upon accessing the site, the URL shall be displayed 
with the "https" protocol enabling to see the padlock device on the browsers.  
 
Example: 
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Firefox 

 
 
Google Chrome 

 
 
Internet Explorer 

 
 
If the establishment has been suspended for not being certified, assess the Rede portal in e.Rede 
menu> Configurações > Solicitar homologação and click "Solicitar homologação" after the 
regularization of the SSL certificate. 
 

Settings 
 
For the establishment to start transacting with e.Rede, it is necessary configure the webservice 
with your credentials: membership number (PV) and token.  
 
The token is a key for confidential use and it is generated in the Rede portal. Access e.Rede menu> 
Configurações > Geração de Token and click "Gerar token”. 
 
In case of loss or forgetting the token, a new one must be generated and the configuration of the 
web service should be amended so that transactions continue to be sent to Rede. 
 

Environments 
Rede provides a unique environment to facilitate testing during integration. Transactions that are 
sent in this environment have no financial value. 
 
For integration in this environment it is necessary to ask a membership number and specific token. 
Contact through the unique e-mail box for the sending of this information 
ambienteteste.erede@userede.com.br or contact the call center. 
 
Web service address - Test environment: 
https://scommerce.userede.com.br/Redecard.Komerci.External.WcfKomerci/KomerciWcf.svc 
 
After the tests are completed, the establishment must change its credentials for the production 
environment as well as the webservice address. After the change, the establishment will be able to 
transact with e.Rede. 
 
Web service address - Production environment: 
https://ecommerce.userede.com.br/Redecard.Adquirencia.Wcf/KomerciWcf.svc 
 

Credit transaction 
 
A credit transaction is the purchase of a product or service that starts with the cardholder. The 

mailto:ambienteteste.erede@userede.com.br
https://scommerce.userede.com.br/Redecard.Komerci.External.WcfKomerci/KomerciWcf.svc
https://ecommerce.userede.com.br/Redecard.Adquirencia.Wcf/KomerciWcf.svc
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credit transaction can be made using the following credit card brands: MasterCard®, Visa, Diners, 
Hiper, Hipercard, JCB and Credz. 
 
The transactions types are: 
 

Transaction Type Code 

Authorization with automatic capture in cash 04 

Authorization with automatic capture parceled without interest 08 

Authorization with automatic debit capture (authenticated) 50 

Authorization (without automatic capture) 74 

 

Authorization 
The authorization (or pre-authorization) is the first step to carry out a transaction. The value of the 
transaction sensitizes the cardholder's limit, but does not generate charge on bill, until there is 
confirmation (capture) within a maximum period of 29 days. 
 
For transactions in installments, inform minimum number of "02" and not more than "12" 
installments. For cash transactions inform "00" or null. 
 
Method GetAuthorizedCredit 
 
Transaction Type: 74 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

ANO 2 or 4 Numeric Yes 
Year of validity of the card. It must be sent 
with 2 or 4 characters (eg. 19 or 2019). 

CVC2 up to 4 Numeric No Card security code. 

FILIACAO up to 9 Numeric Yes 
Membership number of the establishment 
(PV). 

MÊS 2 Numeric Yes 
Month of validity of the card. It must be 
sent always with 2 characters (eg.: 03). 

NRCARTAO up to 19 Numeric Yes Card number. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Yes 
Order number generated by the 
establishment. 

ORIGEM 2 Numeric Yes 
It identifies the transaction origin. For 
transactions through the e.Rede platform 
use 01. 

PARCELAS 2 Numeric No 

Number of installments in which the 
transaction will be authorized. For 
authorization in cash/ rotative send "00" or 
null. 

PORTADOR Up to 30 Alphanumeric No Cardholder´s name. 

RECORRENTE 1 Numeric Yes 

It informs the issuer if the transaction is a 
recurrence. 
If transaction is a recurrence, send 1. 
Otherwise, send 0. 
Rede does not manage the recurrence 
scheduling, it only allows retailers to 
indicate if the transaction originated from a 
recurrence. 

SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 
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TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric Yes 
Total purchase value without thousands 
separator, and with up to two decimal 
places separated by a point (Ex: 34.60). 

TRANSACAO 2 Numeric Yes 
Transaction type. For authorization send 
"74". 

 
Message example 
<Year>14</Year> 
<Cvc2>123</Cvc2> 
<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 
<Month>06</Month> 
<CardNo>9999999999999999</CardNo> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Origin>01</Origin> 
<Installments>02</Installments> 
<Holder>Rede Test</Holder> 
<Recurrent>0</Recurrent> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 
<Total>200.00</Total> 
<Transaction>74</Transaction> 

 
The answer to this request will be with the fields below: 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 
CODRET 

2 Numeric 
Transaction return code. For possible codes see table "return 
codes". 

MSGRET 
up to 100 Alphanumeric 

Transaction return message. For possible messages see table 
"Return Codes". 

DATA 8 Numeric Transaction date in YYYYMMDD format. 

HORA 8 Numeric Transaction time in HH:MM:SS format. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Order number generated by the establishment. 

NUMAUTOR 6 Alphanumeric Transaction authorization number returned by the card issuer. 

NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric Sequential number returned by Rede (NSU). 

TID up to 20 Numeric Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does not repeat). 

 

Message Example 
 
<CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Date>20151201</Date> 
<Time>99:99:99</Time> 
<AuthorNo>999999</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>999999999</NumSqn> 
<Tid>99999999999999999999</Tid> 

 

Capture 
When performing a successful authorization, confirmation of this transaction (capture) is required. 
At that point it is generated the charge on bill of the cardholder.  
 
The authorization shall be captured within up to 29 days max.  
 
To capture a transaction, it is necessary to send one of the three combinations: "TID"; or 
"NUMSQN" and "DATE"; or "AUTHORNO" and "DATE". 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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Method: ConfirmTxnTID 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

DATA 8 Numeric No 

Date when authorization was held. It will 
only be required when the SQNNO or 
AUTHORNO parameters are used (not 
required if the parameter TID is used). It 
must be informed in YYYYMMDD format. 

FILIACAO up to 9 Numeric Yes 
Membership number of the 
establishment (PV). 

NUMAUTOR 6 Numeric No 

Authorization number returned by Rede 
in response to authorization request. It 
will be required if with the DATE 
parameter if the TID or SQNNO 
parameters are not informed. 

NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric No 

Sequential number returned by Rede in 
the authorization. It will be required 
along with the DATE parameter if the TID 
or AUTHORNO parameters are not 
informed. 

SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TID up to 20 Numeric No 
Unique transaction identifying number. It 
will be required if the AUTHORNO and/or 
SQNNO parameters are not informed. 

TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric Yes 

Value to be captured without thousands 
separator, and with up to two decimal 
places separated by a point (Ex: 34.60). 
This value shall not exceed the value 
authorized for the transaction. 

 
Message Example 
 
<Date>20150101</Date> 

<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 

<AuthorNo>999999</AuthorNo> 

<NumSqn>999999999999</NumSqn> 

<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 

<Tid>99999999999999999999</Tid> 

<Total>999.99</Total> 

 
The answer to this request will be in the fields below: 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CODRET 2 Numeric 
Transaction return code. For possible codes see table "Return 
Codes". 

MSGRET up to 100 Alphanumeric 
Transaction return message. For possible messages see table 
"Return Codes". 

DATA 8 Numeric Transaction date in YYYYMMDD format. 

HORA 8 Numeric Transaction time in the format HH:MM:SS. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric 
Order number generated by the establishment in the 
authorization. 

NUMAUTOR 6 Alphanumeric Transaction authorization number returned by the card issuer. 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric Sequential number returned by Rede (NSU). 

TID up to 20 Numeric Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does not repeat). 

 
 
Message Example 
 
<CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Date>20170101</Date> 
<Time>99:99:99</Time> 
<AuthorNo>999999</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>999999999</NumSqn> 
<Tid>99999999999999999999</Tid> 

 

Authorization with automatic capture 
 
There is the possibility of authorization and transaction capture in a single request. The transaction 
may be "in cash" or "installments without interest." 
 

In cash 
 
To authorization transactions with automatic capture in cash, the type of transaction must be sent 
with the value "04".  
 
Method: GetAuthorizedCredit 
 
Transaction Type: 04 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

ANO 2 or 4 Numeric Yes 
Year of validity of the card. It must be sent 
with 2 or 4 characters (eg. 19 or 2019). 

CVC2 up to 4 Numeric No Card security code. 

FILIACAO up to 9 Numeric Yes 
Membership number of the establishment 
(PV). 

MÊS 2 Numeric Yes 
Month of validity of the card. It must be 
sent always with 2 characters (eg. 02). 

NRCARTAO up to 19 Numeric Yes Card number. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Yes 
Order number generated by the 
establishment. 

ORIGEM 2 Numeric Yes 
It identifies the transaction origin. For 
transactions through the e.Rede platform 
use 01. 

PORTADOR Up to 30 Alphanumeric No Cardholder´s name 

RECORRENTE 1 Numeric Yes 

It informs the issuer if the transaction is a 
recurrence. 
If transaction is a recurrence, send 1. 
Otherwise, send 0. 
Rede does not manage the recurrence 
scheduling, it only allows retailers to 
indicate if the transaction originated from a 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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recurrence. 

SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric Yes 
Total purchase value without thousands 
separator, and with up to two decimal 
places separated by a point (Eg.: 34.60). 

TRANSACAO 2 Numeric Yes 
Transaction type. For authorization with 
automatic capture in cash send "04". 

 
 
Message Example 
 
<Year>19</Year> 
<Cvc2>123</Cvc2> 
<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 
<Month>06</Month> 
<CardNo>9999999999999999</CardNo> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Origin>01</Origin> 
<Holder>Rede Test</Holder> 
<Recurrent>0</Recurrent> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 
<Total>50.00</Total> 
<Transaction>04</Transaction> 

 
 
The answer to this request will be in the fields below: 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CODRET 2 Numeric 
Transaction return code. For possible codes see table "Return 
Codes". 

MSGRET up to 100 Alphanumeric 
Transaction return message. For possible messages see table 
"Return Codes". 

DATA 8 Numeric Transaction date. 

HORA 8 Numeric Transaction time in the format HH:MM:SS. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Order number generated by the establishment. 

NUMAUTOR 6 Alphanumeric Transaction authorization number returned by the card issuer. 

NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric Sequential number returned by Rede (NSU). 

TID up to 20 Numeric Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does not repeat). 

 
 
 
 
Message Example 
 

<CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Date>20170101</Date> 
<Time>99:99:99</Time> 
<AuthorNo>999999</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>999999999</NumSqn> 
<Tid>99999999999999999999</Tid> 

 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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Installments without interest 
 
To authorization transactions with automatic installments capture without interest, the type of 
transaction must be sent with the value "08".  
 
Method: GetAuthorizedCredit 
 
Transaction Type: 08 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

ANO 2 or 4 Numeric Yes 
Year of validity of the card. It must be sent 
with 2 or 4 characters (eg. 19 or 2019). 

CVC2 up to 4 Numeric No Card security code. 

FILIACAO up to 9 Numeric Yes 
Membership number of the establishment 
(PV). 

MÊS 2 Numeric Yes 
Month of validity of the card. It must be sent 
always with 2 characters (eg. 02). 

NRCARTAO up to 19 Numeric Yes Card number. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Yes 
Order number generated by the 
establishment. 

ORIGEM 2 Numeric Yes 
It identifies the transaction origin. For 
transactions through the e.Rede platform use 
01. 

PARCELAS 2 Numeric Yes 

Number of installments. For interest-free 
transaction in installments s send the 
requested number of installments, at least 
"02" and a maximum of "12". 

PORTADOR Up to 30 Alphanumeric No Cardholder´s name. 

RECORRENTE 1 Numeric Yes 

It informs the issuer if the transaction is a 
recurrence. 
If transaction is a recurrence, send 1. 
Otherwise, send 0. 
Rede does not manage the recurrence 
scheduling, it only allows retailers to indicate if 
the transaction originated from a recurrence. 

SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric Yes 
Total purchase value without thousands 
separator, and with up to two decimal places 
separated by a point (Eg.: 34.60). 

TRANSACAO 2 Numeric Yes 
Transaction type. For authorization with 
automatic installment capture without interest 
send "08". 

 
Message Example 
 
<Year>19</Year> 
<Cvc2>123</Cvc2> 
<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 
<Month>06</Month> 
<CardNo>9999999999999999</CardNo> 
<OrderNo>454545</OrderNo> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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<Origin>1</Origin> 
<Holder>Rede Test</Holder> 
<Installments>06</Installments> 
<Recurrent>0</Recurrent> 
<Total>50.00</Total> 
<Transaction>08</Transaction> 

 
The answer to this request will be in the fields below: 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CODRET 
2 Numeric Transaction return code. For possible codes see table 

"Return Codes". 

MSGRET 
up to 100 Alphanumeric Transaction return message. For possible messages see 

table "Return Codes". 

DATA 8 Numeric Transaction date. 

HORA 8 Numeric Transaction time in the format HH:MM:SS. 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Order number generated by the establishment. 

NUMAUTOR 
6 Alphanumeric Transaction authorization number returned by the card 

issuer. 

NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric Sequential number returned by Rede (NSU). 

TID up to 20 Numeric Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does not 
repeat). 

VALPARCELAS Up to 10 Numeric Installment amount 

VALTOTALJUROS Up to 10 Numeric Total amount of the interest 

 
Message Example 
 

<CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Date>20151017</Date> 
<Time>14:22:56</Time> 
<AuthorNo>97977D</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>750007753</NumSqn> 
<Tid>134515</Tid> 
<InstallmentAm>8.33</InstallmentAm> 
<InterestTotalAm>50.00</InterestTotalAm> 

 

Authenticated transaction 
 

MPI 
The MPI service is a tool that provides integration with different issuers, aligned with the 
certification of flags for processing 3D Secure authentication. 
 
The 3D Secure service authenticates the cardholder directly with your issuer that assumes the 
transaction risk. Currently, only MasterCard and Visa have this service for e.Rede. 
 
The establishment which has hired a MPI service might integrate with e.Rede to conduct credit 
transactions (authorization or authorization with automatic capture) or debit (required) using the 
3D Secure service. 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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When performing the procedure separately for authentication via MPI already contracted by the 
client, the returned fields must be sent on credit or debit request of e.Rede, including XID 
parameter (for VISA), CAVV and ECI. For debit transactions, the parameters to be sent are the same 
sent on request of credit transactions, covering only transactions in cash and in transaction type the 
code 50. 
 
Authenticated debit transaction 
 
Method: GetAuthorizedDebit 
 
Transaction Type: 50 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

ANO 2 to 4 Numeric Yes 
Card validity year. It must be sent with 
2 or 4 characters (ex: 19 or 2019). 

CVC2 Up to 4 Numeric No Card security code 

FILIACAO Up to 9 Numeric Yes Establishment affiliation number (PV). 

MÊS 2 Numeric Yes 
Card validity month. It must be sent 
with 2 characters (ex: 03). 

NRCARTAO Up to 19 Numeric Yes Card number.   

NUMPEDIDO Up to 16 Alphanumeric Yes 
Order number generated by the 
establishment. 

ORIGEM 2 Numeric Yes 

It identifies the transaction origin. For 
transactions through the e.Rede 
platform use 01. 

 

PARCELAS 2 Numeric No 
Number of installments in which the 
transaction is authorized. For debit 
transactions send "00" or null. 

PORTADOR Up to 30 Alphanumeric No Cardholder´s name. 

RECORRENTE 1 Numeric Yes 

It informs the issuer if the transaction is 
a recurrence. 
If transaction is a recurrence, send 1. 
Otherwise, send 0. 
Rede does not manage the recurrence 
scheduling, it only allows retailers to 
indicate if the transaction originated 
from a recurrence. 

 SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric Yes 
Total purchase, without thousands 
separator, and with up to two decimal 
places separated by point (ex: 34.60). 

TRANSACAO 2 Numeric Yes Transaction type. For debit send “50”. 

XID     28 Alphanumeric Yes 

Authentication transaction ID sent by 
MPI to the establishment (it may 
contain special characters). It shall be 
sent only to use the 3DS authentication 
service. Field used only for Visa.  
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CAVV Up to 32 Alphanumeric Yes 

Cryptogram code used to authenticate 
the transaction and sent by MPI to the 
establishment (it may contain special 
characters). It shall be sent only to use 
the 3DS authentication service. 

ECI 2 Numeric Yes 

Code returned to MPI by the credit card 
companies indicating the result from 
the authentication with the issuer. It 
shall be sent only to use of the 3DS 
authentication service. 
Debit transactions shall be obligatorily 
authenticated. 

 

Message Example 
 

<Year>14</Year> 
<Cvc2>123</Cvc2> 
<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 
<Month>06</Month> 
<CardNo>9999999999999999</CardNo> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Origin>01</Origin> 
<Holder>Rede Test</Holder> 
<Installments>00</Installments> 
<Recurrent>0</Recurrent> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 
<Total>200.00</Total> 
<Transaction>50</Transaction> 
<Xid>32k2jow04j764iwh468wqkj3832h<Xid> 
<Cavv>hsur4t68726eyhduaoewspadldi83983gh3</Cavv> 
<Eci>05</Eci> 

 

The answer of this request will be with the fields below:  
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CODRET 2 
Numeric Transaction return code. For the possible codes, see table 

"Return Codes". 

MSGRET Up to 100 
Alphanumeric Transaction return message. For the possible message, see 

table "Return Codes". 

DATA 8 Numeric Transaction date 

HORA 8 Numeric Transaction time in the format HH: MM: SS. 

NUMPEDIDO Up to 16 Alphanumeric Order number generated by the establishment. 

NUMAUTOR 6 Alphanumeric Transaction authorization number returned by the card issuer. 

NUMSQN Up to 12 Numeric Sequence number returned by Rede (NSU). 

TID 
Up to 20 

Numeric Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does not 
repeat). 

 
 
 

Message Example 
 
<CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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<Date>20151201</Date> 
<Time>99:99:99</Time> 
<AuthorNo>999999</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>999999999</NumSqm> 
<Tid>99999999999999999999</Tid> 

 

Authenticated credit transaction 
 
Method: GetAuthorizedCredit 
 
Transaction type: 04 – cash with automatic capturing; 08 – in installments without interest with 
automatic capturing; 74 – authorization (captured later). 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

ANO 2 or 4 Numeric Yes 
Card validity year. It must be sent with 
2 or 4 characters (ex: 19 or 2019). 

CVC2 Up to 4 Numeric No Card security code 

FILIACAO Up to 9 Numeric Yes Establishment affiliation number (PV). 

MÊS 2 Numeric Yes 
Card validity month. It must be sent 
with 2 characters (ex: 03). 

NRCARTAO Up to 19 Numeric Yes Card number.   

NUMPEDIDO Up to 16 Alphanumeric Yes 
Order number generated by the 
establishment. 

ORIGEM 2 Numeric Yes 

It identifies the transaction origin. For 
transactions through the e.Rede 
platform use 01. 

 

PARCELAS 2 Numeric No 

Number of installments. For 
transactions in installments without 
interest, send the number of 
installments required at least "02" and 
a maximum of "12". 

PORTADOR Up to 30 Alphanumeric No Cardholder´s name. 

RECORRENTE 1 Numeric Yes 

It informs the issuer if the transaction is 
a recurrence. 
If transaction is a recurrence, send 1. 
Otherwise, send 0. 
Rede does not manage the recurrence 
scheduling, it only allows retailers to 
indicate if the transaction originated 
from a recurrence. 

 SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric Yes 
Total purchase, without thousands 
separator, and with up to two decimal 
places separated by point (ex: 34.60). 

TRANSACAO 2 Numeric Yes 

Type of transaction. For cash 
authorization with automatic capturing 
send “04”; 
For authorization of installments 
without interest with automatic 
capturing send “08”; 
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For authorization with later capturing 
send “74”. 

XID     28 Alphanumeric Yes 

Authentication transaction ID sent by 
MPI to the establishment (it may 
contain special characters). It shall be 
sent only to use the 3DS authentication 
service. Field used only for Visa.  

CAVV Up to 32 Alphanumeric Yes 

Cryptogram code used to authenticate 
the transaction and sent by MPI to the 
establishment (it may contain special 
characters). It shall be sent only to use 
the 3DS authentication service. 

ECI 2 Numeric Yes 

Code returned to MPI by the credit card 
companies indicating the result from 
the authentication with the issuer. It 
shall be sent only to use of the 3DS 
authentication service. 

 

Message Example 
 

<Year>14</Year> 
<Cvc2>123</Cvc2> 
<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 
<Month>06</Month> 
<CardNo>9999999999999999</CardNo> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Origin>01</Origin> 
<Holder>Rede Test</Holder> 
<Installments>00</Installments> 
<Recurrent>0</Recurrent> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 
<Total>200.00</Total> 
<Transaction>04</Transaction> 
<Xid>32k2jow04j764iwh468wqkj3832h<Xid> 
<Cavv>hsur4t68726eyhduaoewspadldi83983gh3</Cavv> 
<Eci>05</Eci> 

 
 
 
The answer of this request will be with the fields below:  
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CODRET 2 Numeric 
Transaction return code. For the possible codes, see table 
"Return Codes". 

MSGRET Up to 100 Alphanumeric 
Transaction return message. For the possible message, see 
table "Return Codes". 

DATA 8 Numeric Transaction date 

HORA 8 Numeric Transaction time in the format HH: MM: SS. 

NUMPEDIDO Up to 16 Alphanumeric Order number generated by the establishment. 

NUMAUTOR 6 Alphanumeric Transaction authorization number returned by the card issuer. 

NUMSQN Up to 12 Numeric Sequence number returned by the network (NSU). 

TID 
Up to 20 Numeric 

Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does not 
repeat). 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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Message Example 
 

<CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<Date>20151201</Date> 
<Time>99:99:99</Time> 
<AuthorNo>999999</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>999999999</NumSqm> 
<Tid>99999999999999999999</Tid> 

 

 For transactions with 3D Secure are authenticated by the issuer when sent by the client’s 
MPI, it is necessary that the MPI service is certified with the flags and the Rede. 
 
MPI services certificates between the flags and the Rede are: 
Lyra 
Cardinal 
Datacash 

 
 
 

Cancellation 
 
Cancellations can be requested as instructed below: 
 

 Authorization 
 
The authorization cancellation operation (no automatic capture) is allowed only for the total 
cancellation of the transaction and can be requested up to 29 days, after this period, the 
authorization is automatically canceled. 

It’s not possible to cancel an authorization if it has been captured (confirmed). 

 

 Capture and authorization with automatic capture 

 

The operation for cancellation of capture and authorization with capturing can be made 

using the following channels: web service, Rede portal, call center and EDI file (TOCA). 

 Cancellation requests can be performed within 330 days, varying according to the business 

branch of each establishment. 

 Cancellations can be made partially (for captured transactions) or totally through the 
available channels. 

 
The capture cancellation operation and authorization with automatic capture can be made 

of the total value (via web service) or partial (portal and TOCA) of the transaction and be requested 
up to 330 days, and may vary depending on the area of operation of each establishment. 

 
In total cancellation, the transaction will have the status "Reversed", while the partial 

cancellation, the status will remain as "Approved", until the transaction is fully canceled. 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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See below the specifications for the use of each transaction cancellation channel: 

 Rede Portal 
Access Rede portal in the tab Minhas Vendas > Cancelamento de Vendas > Cancelar Venda 
 

 Call center 
Contact the Rede Service Center and ask for full or partial cancellation of the debit or credit 
transaction. 
 

 TOCA 
It is the electronic cancellation for credit transactions through a file in text format that 
allows you to send transactions to be canceled in totally or partially. 
 
So that the files can go through, the hiring of a van service (company specializing in file 
traffic) approved by Rede is required. 
 
Van is responsible for transmitting files between the parties safely (with data encryption) 
and is in accordance with the rules and procedures of the Rede Information Security area. 
 
Click here for details. 
 

 Web service 
Cancellation of debit and credit transactions captured by webservice is only possible until 
11:59 P.M. on the date of capture and totally. After this time, one of the procedures 
mentioned above shall be carried out. 
 
Method: VoidTransactionTID 

 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 

DATA 8 Numeric *No 

Date on which the original transaction was 
carried out. Obligatory when the SQNNO or 
AUTHORNO parameters are used. It must be 
informed in YYYYMMDD format. 

FILIACAO up to 9 Numeric Yes Membership number of the establishment (PV). 

NUMAUTOR 6 Numeric *No 

Authorization number returned by the card 
issuer in the original transaction. Will be 
required if the TID or SQNNO parameters are 
not informed. 

NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric *No 

Sequential number returned by Rede in the 
authorization. It will be required along with the 
DATE parameter if the TID or AUTHORNO 
parameters are not informed. 

SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TID up to 20 Numeric *No 
Unique transaction identifying number. It will be 
required if the AUTHORNO or SQNNO 
parameters are not informed. 

 
(*) To cancel a transaction it’s necessary to send the "TID" or "SQNNO" and "DATE" or 
"AUTHORNO" and "DATE". 
 

https://www.userede.com.br/pt-BR/produtosservicos/Documents/Captura_Offline/050614_Manual%20desenvolvidor%20_TOCA_portugues.pdf
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Message Example 
 

< Date>20160912</Date> 
<Affiliation>4654564</Affiliation> 
<AuthorNo>F9E735</AuthorNo> 
<NumSqn>11011</NumSqn> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 
<Tid>453452354645745</Tid > 

 
 

The answer to this request will be in the fields below: 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

CODRET  2 Numeric 
Transaction return code. For possible codes 
see table "Return Codes". 

MSGRET  up to 100 Alphanumeric 
Transaction return message. For possible 
messages see tables "return codes" and 
"integration errors." 

DATA 8 Numeric 
Cancellation transaction date. Standard 
YYYYMMDD. 

HORA  8 Numeric 
Cancellation transaction time. Standard 
HH:MM:SS. 

NUMSQN  up to 12 Numeric Sequential number returned by Rede (NSU). 

TID  up to 20 Numeric 
Unique identifier number of the transaction 
(it does not repeat). 

 
Message Example 
 
< CodRet>00</CodRet> 
<Date>20151017</Date> 
<Time>08:10:56</Time> 
<Msgret>Success</Msgret> 
<NumSqn>750008907</NumSqn> 
<Tid>453452354645745</Tid > 

 
 

Query 
 
The query is used to view all information for a specific transaction. It can be made by the 
transaction identifier (TID) or order number (ORDERNO). 
 
Method: Query 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE MANDATORY? DESCRIPTION 
FILIACAO 9 Numeric Yes Membership number of the establishment (PV). 

NUMPEDIDO 16 Alphanumeric No 
Order number generated by the establishment. Will 
be required if the TID parameter is not informed. 

SENHA 32 Alphanumeric Yes Token authentication in e.Rede API. 

TID 20 Numeric No 
Unique transaction identifying number. It will be 
required if the NUMPEDIDO parameter is not 
informed. 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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Message Example 
 
< Affiliation>123456789</Affiliation> 
<OrderNo>order12345<OrderNo> 
<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 
<Tid>12345678900987654321</Tid > 

 
The answer to this request will be in the fields below: 
 

NAME SIZE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

TOTAL Up to 10 Numeric 
Total purchase value without thousands separator, 
and with up to two decimal places separated by a 
point (Eg: 34.60). 

TRANSACAO 2 Numeric Transaction type. 

PARCELAS 2 Numeric Number of installments. 

FILIACAO up to 9 Numeric Membership number of the establishment (PV). 

NUMPEDIDO up to 16 Alphanumeric Order number generated by the establishment. 

NRCARTAO 16 Numeric 
Number of masked card as follows: 
123456XXXXXX1234 

MES 2 Numeric Month of validity of the card. 

ANO 4 Numeric Year of validity of the card. 

NOM_PORTADOR 30 Alphanumeric Carrier name. 

NUMSQN up to 12 Numeric Sequential number returned by Rede (NSU). 

IDENTIFICACAO 
FATURA 

up to 13 Alphanumeric 
Message that appears next to the establishment 
name in the carrier's invoice. 

ECI 2 Numeric 

Code returned to MPI by the credit card companies 
indicating the result from the authentication with the 
issuer. It shall be sent only to use of the 3DS 
authentication service. 

XID 28 Alphanumeric 

Authentication transaction ID sent by MPI to the 
establishment (it may contain special characters). It 
shall be sent only to use the 3DS authentication 
service. Field used only for Visa. 

CAVV 32 Alphanumeric 

Cryptogram code used to authenticate the 
transaction and sent by MPI to the establishment (it 
may contain special characters). It shall be sent only 
to use the 3DS authentication service. 

ORIGEM 2 Numeric 
Identifies the transaction source. For transactions 
over the e.Rede return platform will be 01. 

DATA_REQUISICAO 8 Numeric 
Date when it was requested to query transaction. It 
will be reported in the format YYYYMMDD. 

HORA_REQUISICAO 8 Alphanumeric 
Time it was required to query transaction. Be 
informed in HH:MM:SS 

STATUS 1 Numeric 

Status on the date and time of the transaction query 
that is being consulted. The return possibilities are: 1 
- Approved; 2 - Disapproved; 3 - Reversed; 4 - 
Pending 

DATA 8 Numeric 
Date on which the transaction being referred to was 
held. It will be reported in the format YYYYMMDD. 

HORA 8 Alphanumeric 
Time it was performed the transaction being 
consulted. Be informed in HH:MM:SS 

https://www.userede.com.br/desenvolvedores/Paginas/manual.html%23colparamresautorizacaoEX
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MOEDA 4 Alphanumeric 
Currency in which the original transaction was 
carried out. It will always return "real". 

DATA_EXP_PRE_AUT 8 Numeric 
Date on which the authorization will expire if not 
confirmed / captured. It will be reported in the 
format YYYYMMDD. 

DATA_CON_PRE_AUT 8 Numeric 
Date on which the authorization was confirmed / 
captured. It will be reported in the format 
YYYYMMDD. 

DATA_CANC 8 Numeric 
Date of transaction cancellation. It will be reported in 
the format YYYYMMDD. 

TID up to 20 Numeric 
Unique identifier number of the transaction (it does 
not repeat). 

NUMAUTOR 6 Numeric 
Authorization Number returned by the card issuer in 
the original transaction. 

COD_RET 2 Numeric 
Transaction return code. For possible codes see table 
"Return Codes". 

MSG_RET 
up to 100 Alphanumeric 

Transaction return message. For possible messages, 
see "Return Codes" table. 

 
Message Example 
 
< HEADER> 
<DATE_REQUESTED>20160912</ DATE_REQUESTED > 
<TIME_ REQUESTED>14:01:16</TIME_ REQUESTED> 
<AFFILIATION>123456789</AFFILIATION> 
</HEADER > 
<REGISTER> 
<TID>12345678900987654321</TID> 
<STATUS>1</STATUS> 
<COD_RET>00</COD_RET> 
<MSG_RET>Success</MSG_RET> 
<TRANSACTION>04</TRANSACTION> 
<INSTALLMENTS>00</INSTALLMENTS> 
<DATE>20160912</DATE> 
<TIME>14:00:06</TIME> 
<TOTAL>50.00</TOTAL> 
<CURRENCY>Real</CURRENCY> 
<OrderNo>order123456</OrderNo> 
<NUMSQN>1019</NUMSQN> 
<ORIGIN>1</ORIGIN> 
<AUTHORNO>F9E8DA</AUTHORNO> 
<INVOICEIDENTIFICATION>tst hom1-teste</INVOICEIDENTIFICATION> 
<CARD_NO>544828XXXXXX0007</CARD_NO> 
<HOLDER_NAM>Rede Test</HOLDER_NAM> 
<DATE_EXP_PRE_AUT></DATE_EXP_PRE_AUT> 
<DATE_CON_PRE_AUT></DATE_CON_PRE_AUT> 
<DATE_CANC></DATE_CANC> 
<INSTALLMENTAM>0.00</INSTALLMENTAM> 
<INTERESTTOTALAM>0.00</INTERESTTOTALAM> 
<3DS> 
<CAVV></CAVV> 
<ECI></ECI> 
<XID></XID> 
</3DS> 
</REGISTER> 
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In the transaction query operation, there are other fields that are returned in the webservice, but 
do not affect the data validation and will be used at another time. 
 

Identification in the bill 
 
The identification on the invoice (Soft Descriptor or DBA) is a parameter that helps the holder to 
identify the transaction generated on the card bill. 
 
The parameter consists of 22 characters. The first 8 characters are to identify the name of the 
establishment, which will be displayed statically in the cardholder bill. After 8 characters, the 
network inserts a hyphen and offers over 13 characters to be dynamically sent per transaction. 
 
Example: storename-productname 
 
To use this feature, go to the Rede portal in menu e.Rede > Identificação na fatura, or contact the 
Rede Service Center. 
If the name is not registered, the service is not enabled. 
After enabling via portal service, the functionality will be made available within a period of 24 
hours. 
 
The parameter must be sent together with the request of credit (authorization or authorization 
with automatic capture) or debt transactions. 
 
Method: GetAuthorizedCredit  
 
Parameter: BILLIDENTIFICATION 
 
IDENTIFICACAO 
FATURA 

up to 13 Alphanumeric Message that appears next to the establishment name in 
the carrier's invoice. 

 
 
 
Message Example 
 
<Year>19</year> 

<CVC2>123</CVC2> 

<Membership>4654645</membership> 

<IATA>123456789</IATA> 

<Month>06</Month> 

<CardNo>9999999999999999</CardNo> 

<OrderNo>1234567901238</OrderNo> 

<Source>1</Source> 

<Carrier>Carrier Name</Carrier>  

<Recurrent>0</Recurrent> 

<Password>jdkoe634sf284954be72c4sjfur639us</Password> 

<BoardingFee>10:00</BoardingFee> 

<Total>50.00</Total> 

<Transaction>39</Transaction> 

 
 

Return codes 
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The return code is the answer obtained from a credit or debit transaction request and also includes 
the integration error codes. 
 

Cod. ret Return message 

00 Transaction approved 

01 Invalid year field size 

02 Invalid year field format 

03 Required field missing year 

04 Invalid CAVV field size 

05 Invalid CAVV field format 

15 Invalid CVC2 field size 

16 Invalid CVC2 field format 

19 Invalid field Xid 

20 Invalid field Eci 

21 Required field Xid to flag Visa 

24 Invalid Membership field size 

25 Invalid Membership field format 

26 Missing membership field  

28 Invalid Iata field size 

29 Invalid Iata field format 

30 Missing iata field  

31 Invalid billidentification field size 

32 Invalid billidentification field format 

33 Invalid month field value 

34 Invalid field Iata 

35 Missing month field 

36 Invalid CardNo field size 

37 Invalid CardNo field format 

38 Missing CardNo field  

39 Invalid OrderNo field size 

40 Invalid OrderNo field format 

41 Missing OrderNo field 

42 Value sent in existing OrderNo field for your establishment 

46 The amount of installments does not correspond to the authorized transaction 

47 Invalid Source field value 

48 Missing Origin field 

49 The value of the transaction exceeds the authorized 

50 Invalid Installments field format 

51 Invalid establishment 

52 Missing installments field 

53 Transaction not allowed for the issuer. Contact Rede. 

54 Invalid installments number 

55 Invalid bearer field size 

56 Error in reported data. Try again. 

57 Invalid establishment. 

58 Unauthorized transaction. Contact issuer. 

59 Invalid Carrier field format  

61 Invalid recurring field value  
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62 Missing recurring field  

63 Identification feature on the invoice not enabled for this establishment. 

64 Transaction not processed. Try again 

65 Missing password field 

66 Invalid BoardingFee field size 

67 Invalid BoardingFee field format 

68 Missing boardingFee field  

69 Transaction not allowed for this product or service. 

70 Invalid Total Field Size  

71 Invalid Total Field format  

72 Contact issuer. 

73 Total missing field 

74 Miscommunication. Try again. 

75 BoardingFee field should not be sent to this type of transaction  

76 Invalid Transaction Field value  

77 Missing transaction field 

78 Missing Transaction  

79 Expired card. Transaction cannot be resubmitted. Contact issuer. 

80 Unauthorized transaction. Contact issuer. (Insufficient funds) 

82 IATA field should not be sent to this type of transaction  

83 Unauthorized transaction for debit card. 

84 Unauthorized transaction. Transaction cannot be resubmitted. Contact issuer.  

86 Expiration date of the expired card 

87 At least one of the following fields must be filled: Tid or OrderNo 

88 Establishment not approved. Regulate your website and contact the Rede to return 
to transact. 

89 Invalid password or not corresponding to the membership informed  

90 Invalid Date Field Size 

91 Invalid Date Field format 

92 Missing date field 

93 Invalid AUTHORNO field size 

94 Invalid AUTHORNO field format 

95 Invalid SQNNO field size 

96 Invalid SQNNO field format 

97 Invalid Tid field size 

98 Invalid Tid field format 

99 At least one of the following fields must be filled: Tid; AUTHORNO and Date; SQNNO 
and Date 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical support 
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If you have questions after reading this manual, please contact technical support. It is a team that 
is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to answer questions and meet quickly and efficiently. 
 
Before contacting: 
 

• Please have your membership number (establishment). If you are developer inform the CNPJ 
number of the company; 

• Make sure you have thoroughly read the manual and that development is in agreement; 

• Technical support e.Rede is not authorized to provide or receive numbers of credit cards, valid or 
not, even for testing; 

• Technical support e.Rede is not authorized to provide, receive or provide support for source 
code of the establishment and programming languages; 

• Technical support e.Rede is not authorized to provide business information. 
 
Phone Service: 
4001 4433 (capital and metropolitan areas) 
0800 728 4433 (other locations) 
 
Documentation version: 5.5 


